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B POWER & L1GHT
142 DELARONDE STREET
P O BOX 6008 * NEW ORLEANS. LOUISIANA 70174 * (504) 366-2345

UTP.lTIES SYSTEM
L. V. MAURIN

Voce President Nuclear Operations

W1P82-0521
February 14, 1983 3 .11.01.04

Q- 3-P43

Mr. T. M. Novak
Assistant Director for Licensing
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Subject Louisiana Power & Light Company
Waterford SES Unit No. 3
Docket No. 50-382
Fire Protection and Detection
Factory Mutual (FM)
Approval of Equipment

Dear Mr. Novak:

On January 11, 1983, representatives of LP&L spoke with Mr. D. Kubeckie
concerning the lack of Factory Mutual approval on some of the fire pro-
tection and detection equipment installed at Waterford SES Unit No. 3.

During this telephone conversation, Mr. Kubeckie was informed of the effort
being pursued, through the manufacturer, in order to obtain the Factory
Mutual Approvals.

In addition, it was stated by LP&L that any equipment modifications
required to obtain FM approvals would be completed in a t;mely manner and
the vast majority of modifications would be completed prior to fuel load.

Mr. Kubeckie requested that LP&L supply the NRC with certain information on
the equipment involved in this approval process.

Information has been attached to this letter for your review. LP&L be-
lieves the information should resolve any concerns the NRC may have due to
this temporary lack of Factory Mutual Approvals.
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If you have any questions or consents on this subject, please contact Mr.
Roy Prados, our Licensing Engineering Supervisor.

Yours very truly,
a

lh4tN1L. V. Maurin

i LVM/EJS/JAL
i

Attachment

cc: (w/ attachment): E. L. Blake, W. M. Stevenson, J. Wilson, D. Kubeckie
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bcc: (w/o attachment)

E. R. Bottrill, W. K. Combs, L Shackford, R. K. Stampley, J. M. Brooks,
R. J. Milhiser(2), L. V. Maurin, G. - B. Rogers, R. P. Barkhurst,
F. J. Drummond, Richard Hymes, T. F. Gerrets, J. F. Fager, C. J. Decareaux,'

P. V.' Prasankumar, L. L. Bass, M. I. Meyer, R. W. Prados, K. R. Iyengar,
G. B. Buxton, Central Records, Nuclear Records (3)
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1. A written description of our detection system and a-comparison of how the

design meets the NFPA72D and NFPA72E Standards.;

The Alison Control fire detection and control system consists of local

detection and control panels, (FPE's and FPM's) . all connected to the

} Master Control Panel (MRCP) by 2-wire pupervised style A (formerlygClass
- i f)B) circuits. A separate circuit fro'm e;ach FPE and FPM is connected,

, . 1 1

directly to the central computer system.
4

Local panels FPE-1, 2 and 4 supervise and receive signals from ACI type

A12000 ionization type smoke detectors over 4-wire style D (formerly

j Class A) circuits. ,j
..

> >

Local panel FPE-3 supervises and receives signals from 2 style D circuits

of Alison Control type 9090 continuous thermal sensor and one style D

circuit of Alison Control type N12000 ionization type smoke detectors.

Each N12000 detector contains a signature module which provides at the

FPE-3 panel an indication of the exact location of .the detector in alarm.

The FPE-3 also supervises and receives signals from Alison Control A12000

ionization smoke detectors on style D circuits.

Local panel FPE-5 supervises and receives signals from 2 style D circuits

of smoke detectors in the computer room and actuates a halon 1301 system
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in the computer room. Signals from the FPE-5 (not supplied by ACI)

include both alarm zones and halon system actuated.

Most local FPM panels supervise and receive signals from initiating devices

such as wet pipe water flow switches, OS&Y valves, low air pressure in

dry pipe pre-action sprinkler systems, multicycle. sprinkler systems, -

solenoid valve supervision and actuation and manual stations.

The MRCP also supervise and receive signals rom the fire pump and jockey

pump controllers. Pump running alarm is presently N.O. contract supervised ;j

style A. All other signals from pump controllers are N.C.

NOTES:

1. llazard alarm bell circuits are not supervised.

2. NFPA 72D (1979) requires a 24 hr. standby power supply. Standby power

is not provided in this system, however, the customer may show compliance

to this if he can prove his 125 VDC system is backed up for the number

of hours required. Simplified drawings will show the source of power
i

being supplied to the equipment. Emergency sources of back-up power

for a nuclear station are well defined.

3. Ground detection is provided on all signals initiating circuits except

the ACI type 9090 continuous thermal sensor circuits in which the

outer metal sheath is at ground potential.

. __. -. _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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4. NFPA 72D-(1979) defines a style A circuit as one which provides

a trouble signal for a single open, a trouble signal or a ground

fault signal for a single ground and an alarm signal for a wire-to-

wire short.

5. NFPA 72D-(1979) defines a style D circuit as one which provides a

trouble signal for a single open or ground fault as well as having

the capability.of providing an alarm signal during one of these
, t

conditions. A wire-to-wire short will initiate an alarm signal, j

6. NFPA 72E (1982) contains no specific requirements for spacing of

line type heat-sensitive cable (ACI 9090 Sensor) or smoke detectors.

ACI 9090 sensor is approved by EM for parallel runs of not more

than 30 feet apart and 15 feet from side walls.

Underwriters Laboratories tests of smoke detectors are conducted in a
V

test room 16 feet high having a smooth ceiling. In general adequate

response has been obtained at detector spacings not exceeding 30 feet

on centers.

Actual detector spacing should be based upon sound engineering judgment

which should consider ceiling height, ceiling construction (number of

beams and berm depth), ventilation, air velocity, dust, smoke from

outside sources, etc.
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Alison has supplied detection layout drawings based on hazard information

4

supplied by Ebasco. The systems have been designed to adequately cover

these various areas and the detection has been installed as designed.

2. Documentation of Testing

Alison Control has its own standard for testing its products. These

standards and test results have been provided to Ebasco Services for

their review and are attached for information. '

i
Lj

!\

3. Simplified drawings of each of the typical circuits in the system with

a description of how it works and how it meets the applicable NFPA

Standards.

Several variations of drawings will be submitted for review and'Information.4

.

4. Can any comparisons be made between the equipment being used at Waterford

and other equipment which has FM approval or UL listing?
i .

Comparison between equipment used on Waterford III project to other FM

approved equipment can be made. Alison has A888 modular system and

printed circuit board system which have FM approvals. The printed

circuits boards used in FPE's have not been submitted to Factory

Mutual. Alison is proceeding to submit these to Factory Mutual

along with A12000 ionization smoke detector.

-- . _ .
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5. Has any type of independent testing been done on the Alison equipment,

which does not have FM approval?

No independent testing has been done, but any equipment which is not

FM approved is scheduled to be independently tested by FM.

6. A schedule is required for the installation process and the FM approval.

process. The schedule should show major milestones in both areas with
,

completion dates.
)

' Installation of new MRCP is complete except for testing by Start-Up.

FPE-3 upper has been installed except that site QA has held up installation

of signature system.
i

a

htthepresenttimewearegettingreadytoshiptheprintedcircuitboards
!

of the design used in the MRCP at Waterford-3 to Factory Mutual. This

will be at FM by end of February. FM approval is anticipated in 60 to

90 days from the date of equipment arrival.

Alison is also submitting engineering drawings to FM covering FPE approval.

These will be submitted by February 14, 1983, with FM drawing approval

scheduled for March 15, 1983 and equipment furnished to FM for testing1

by May 15, 1983. FM approval anticipated as above,>
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